Multi-dimensional particle-in-cell simulations are used to study the generation of electrostatic shocks in plasma and the reflection of background ions to produce high-quality and high-energy ion beams. Electrostatic shocks are driven by the interaction of two plasmas with different density and/or relative drift velocity. The energy and number of ions reflected by the shock increase with increasing density ratio and relative drift velocity between the two interacting plasmas. It is shown that the interaction of intense lasers with tailored near-critical density plasmas allows for the efficient heating of the plasma electrons and steepening of the plasma profile at the critical density interface, leading to the generation of high-velocity shock structures and high-energy ion beams. Our results indicate that high-quality 200 MeV shock-accelerated ion beams required for medical applications may be obtained with current laser systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
influence in the properties of the reflected ion beams. We consider both the case of idealized semi-infinite plasmas with arbitrary density, temperature, and velocity, and the case of laserdriven near-critical density laboratory plasmas. We show that electrostatic shocks can be formed in strongly heated plasmas by the interaction of two regions of different density and/or different velocity, and that ion reflection will occur either for large density ratios or for a limited range of relative drift velocities. We then focus on the possibility of driving electrostatic shocks in near-critical density plasmas. We show that there is an interplay between different physical mechanisms associated with the laser-plasma interaction at nearcritical density, including laser filamentation, electron heating, and density steepening. The setting up of a fast return current in thin targets is critical to heating the entire plasma volume and density steepening plays an important role in launching a shock capable of reflecting the slowly expanding background ions. The importance of the plasma scale length at the rear side of the target in order to control the quality of the accelerated ion beam is also demonstrated. Under optimal conditions, it is shown that this scheme is scalable to the production of high-quality (energy spread of ∼ 10% FWHM) 100-300 MeV ion beams for medical applications with currently available laser systems. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we analyze the formation of electrostatic shocks and the characteristics of the accelerated ions from the interaction of plasmas with different temperatures, densities, and/or flow velocities. We first review the theory of shock formation and ion acceleration and then use particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations to study the properties of the shock and reflected ions as a function of the initial conditions and we discuss the possibility of controlling the quality of the accelerated ion beam. In Section III, we study the possibility of reaching the required conditions for shock formation and high-quality ion acceleration in the laboratory from the interaction of moderately intense lasers with tailored near-critical density plasmas. We identify the important mechanisms that lead to the formation of a strong shock capable of reflecting background ions and we derive the optimal conditions for the generation of high-quality ion beams in laboratory, which are validated by multi-dimensional PIC simulations. We explore the scaling of the ion energy with laser intensity showing the possibility of generating 200 MeV protons required for radiotherapy with current laser systems. Finally, in Section IV, we summarize our results.
II. ELECTROSTATIC SHOCKS IN PLASMAS
The interpenetration of collisionless plasmas of different density, temperature, or velocity, leads to a wide range of instabilities and to the formation of nonlinear structures capable of trapping and accelerating charged particles. Depending on the exact nature of the instabilities that mediate these nonlinear structures, different dissipation mechanisms can occur and lead to the formation of shockwaves. Electrostatic shocks are typically associated with the excitation of ion acoustic waves (IAW) in plasmas with cold ions and high electron temperatures. As these waves grow, they start trapping particles, reaching high field amplitudes and leading to the formation of a shockwave. If the electrostatic potential energy associated with the shock front is higher than the kinetic energy of the upstream ions, these shockwaves can reflect the upstream ions to twice the shock velocity acting as an efficient ion accelerator.
A. Theory
To study the formation of electrostatic shocks, we consider the interaction of two adjacent plasma slabs with an electron temperature ratio of Θ = T e 1 /T e 0 and a density ratio of Γ = N e 1 /N e 0 . Electrostatic shock structures can be generated as a result of the expansion of plasma 1 (downstream) into plasma 0 (upstream). Here, electrostatic instabilities at the edge of the plasmas can develop leading to the build up of the potential at the contact discontinuity. Electrostatic shocks can be formed [20, 21] as dissipation is provided by the population of trapped particles behind the shock and, for strong shocks, by the ion reflection from the shock front [22] . Kinetic theory can be used to describe such a system, where both free and trapped electron populations are taken into account. The ions are treated as a fluid. The kinetic theory for the scenario, whereby an electrostatic shock is supported by regions/slabs of arbitrary temperature and density ratios has been outlined by Sorasio et.
al. [20] to study the formation of high Mach number shocks.
The shock transition region is modeled in the reference frame of the shock; the electrostatic potential increases monotonically from φ = 0 at x = x 0 to φ = ∆φ at x = x 1 , as illustrated in Figure 1 . The electron distribution f e (x, v e ) must be a solution of the stationary Vlasov equation and can be determined, at a given position x, as a function of the distribution of the plasma at the left (x 1 ) and right (x 0 ) boundaries. The free electron population propagating from the upstream to the downstream region is described by a drifting MaxwellBoltzmann (MB) distribution function, with temperature T e 0 and fluid velocity v sh (in the laboratory frame, the upstream is assumed to be stationary),
where N e 0 is the density of electrons moving from the upstream to the downstream region and v th 0 is their thermal velocity, defined as v th α = k B T e α /m e , with k B being the Boltzmann constant and m e the electron mass. We assume that the difference between the downstream velocity and the shock velocity is much smaller than the electron thermal velocity and, therefore, that the fluid velocity of the free electrons in the downstream region is approximately equal to zero in the shock frame. The free electrons in the downstream
where N e 1 is the density of electrons moving from the downstream to the upstream region and v th 1 is their thermal velocity. The trapped electron population is represented by a flat-top distribution function
, following the maximum-density-trapping approximation [21] , which guaran- and m i and m e are the ion and electron mass. Using charge neutrality at x = x 0 we obtain
The ion and electron densities can be combined with Poisson's equation to find the evolution of the electrostatic potential, which is given by
2 N 0 is the Debye length, and the nonlinear Sagdeev potential [22] is given by
where P e 1 (ϕ, Θ, Γ) = P e f 1 (ϕ, Θ, Γ)+P e t 1 (ϕ, Θ, Γ) = ΘΓ/(1+Γ)(e ϕ/Θ Erfc ϕ/Θ+2 ϕ/πΘ+
is the downstream electron pressure, P e 0 (ϕ, Γ) = 1/(1+Γ)(e ϕ Erfc √ ϕ+ 2 ϕ/π − 1) is the upstream electron pressure, and Shock solutions can be found for Ψ(ϕ) < 0, allowing for a complete description of the shock properties [23] . Ion reflection from the shock front will occur when the electrostatic potential across the shock exceeds the kinetic energy of the upstream ions, eφ > (1/2)m i v 2 sh , which corresponds to the critical value
Although ion reflection is not included in this analysis, this critical condition can be used to infer the required shock properties, as a function of the plasma parameters, that lead to ion reflection from shocks. The critical Mach number, M cr , for ion reflection can be found by solving numerically
In order to study shock formation and ion acceleration in plasmas where the electron temperature is relativistic, we generalize this framework to relativistic temperatures [24] .
Electrons are described by relativistic Juttner distributions
where γ 0,1 are the relativistic Lorentz factors of upstream and downstream electrons, respectively, µ e 0 = m e c 2 /k B T e 0 , and K 1 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind.
The generalized electron pressures are found by following the same procedure as for the non relativistic case and are given by
P e f 1 (ϕ, Θ, Γ, µ e 0 ) =
where σ = 1 + ϕ/µ e 0 . In the relativistic limit, µ e 0 1, and we get P e 1 (ϕ, Θ, Γ, µ e 0 ) =
and P e 0 (ϕ, Θ, Γ, µ e 0 ) = ϕ(1 − µ e 0 )/(1 + Γ). The critical Mach number is given by
In the limit of large density ratios (Γ 1), M cr = √ 2Θ and in the limit of low density ratios (Γ 1), M cr ∝ Θ/Γ. Ion reflection can therefore occur for low/moderate Mach number shocks provided that Γ 1 and Θ ∼ 1.
B. Shock formation
In order to validate the theoretical predictions for the electrostatic shock structure and the conditions for ion reflection we have performed 2D OSIRIS [25] simulations of the interaction of two plasmas with different densities, temperatures, and relative velocity. Full-PIC simulations allow us to understand in a detailed and fully self-consistent way the formation of the shock structure and the properties of the reflected ions, as they capture the different kinetic processes involved.
We model the interaction of two semi-infinite plasmas and we vary their initial relative temperature, density, and/or drift velocity. We consider plasmas with non-relativistic (1 keV) and relativistic (1.5 MeV) electron temperatures. We use a simulation box with 4098×
128(c/ω p1 ) 2 , where ω p1 = 4πn 1 e 2 /m e is the electron plasma frequency of the denser plasma (slab 1), which is located on the left-hand side of the simulation box, between x 1 = 0 and
The plasma slab 0 is located between x 1 = 2048c/ω p1 and x 1 = 4096c/ω p1 , and, therefore, the contact point of the two slabs is at x 1 = 2048c/ω p1 . In simulations with different density, temperature, and/or drift velocity between the two slabs, slab 1 is always the slab with higher density, temperature, and/or drift velocity, and will correspond to the downstream plasma once a shock is formed. Slab 0 thus corresponds to the upstream plasma region. The size of the numerical grid is chosen in order to resolve the smallest of the relevant plasma scales (either the Debye length or the electron skin depth) with at least 2 points in each direction. For instance, for T e = 1.5 MeV, ∆x 1 = ∆x 2 = 0.5c/ω p1 = 0.3λ D and ∆t = 0.3ω
p1 . We use 9 − 36 particles per cell per species together with cubic particle shapes and current smoothing for good accuracy. Figure 2 illustrates the ion phase space for different initial density ratios Γ = 2 − 100 between the two plasma slabs. For very small density ratios (Γ 2) the expansion of the denser plasma into the more rarefied one drives a nonlinear IAW but no ion reflection is present (Fig. 2 a) . As Γ increases, the amplitude of the IAW increases and ion trapping becomes evident. Around Γ = 4, the electrostatic field associated with the leading edge of the IAW gets high enough to start reflecting ions from the background plasma (Fig. 2 b) .
For very high Γ, ion reflection becomes dominant, with the majority of the upstream ions being reflected by the shock structure and the trapped component becomes less noticeable ( Fig. 2 c-e). Both the shock Mach number M sh and the fraction of upstream ions reflected by the shock n r /n 0 increase with the density ratio Γ as shown in Figure 3 . For a plasma with initial constant electron temperature (Θ = 1) and no drift velocity, the maximum Mach number is observed to be between 1.6 and 1.8.
We have also studied the influence of an initial relative drift between the two plasma slabs for Γ = Θ = 1 (see Fig. 4 ). For low relative drift velocities a nonlinear IAW is again formed but does not allow for significant particle trapping and no ion reflection is observed (Fig. 4 a and b) , as in the case of low Γ. As the relative drift velocity is increased, the amplitude of the IAW becomes larger and particles are trapped and reflected by the shock.
The shock is observed to start reflecting ions for a relative Mach number between the two Fig. 4 c) . Again, both the Mach number of the generated shock and the fraction of reflected ions increase with the relative drift velocity between the two plasma slabs. For Γ = 1 and Θ = 1, the maximum M sh reached is between 2 − 3 for v th , two-stream and Weibel-type instabilities [4] are expected to dominate the shock formation process.
As the temperature ratio between the two slabs is increased, larger shock Mach numbers can be reached and a wider range of relative drift velocities can lead to the formation of electrostatic shocks. For instance, for Θ = 10 and M 1,0 = 10 a shock is formed with M sh = 7
and for Θ = 100 and M 1,0 ∼ 20 shock Mach numbers as high as 20 can be reached. The laboratory study of such high Mach numbers [26] would provide important insight on the formation of electrostatic shocks in space with M sh = 20 − 100. In simulations where the two plasma slabs have different temperatures but the same density and no initial relative velocity, no shock is expected and none has been observed.
C. Ion acceleration
From the study of the formation of electrostatic shocks for different relative densities, temperatures, and drift velocities it is possible to infer the critical Mach number for ion reflection, M cr . For a given combination of initial density ratio Γ and temperature ratio Θ,
we have varied the initial drift velocity between the two plasma slabs in order to determine the lowest Mach number for which ion reflection is observed, which corresponds to M cr . Figure 6 illustrates M cr as a function of Γ and Θ. We observe that the critical Mach number for ion reflection is in good agreement with theory (Eqs. (3) and (10)), as indicated by the red and blue circles and crosses in Figure 6 . At high density ratios Γ ≥ 4, the expansion of the two slabs (initially at rest) is sufficient to form the shock and reflect the ions. At lower density ratios, the plasma slabs need to have an initial relative drift in order to reach M cr for ion reflection. The Mach numbers observed in PIC simulations when ion reflection occurs lie very near to the theoretical curve for M cr (Γ, Θ) and therefore we can consider that the ion velocity will be given by v ions ∝ 2M cr c s 0 . The acceleration of ions to high energies in the shock requires strong electron heating in order to increase the sound speed.
In more realistic plasma configurations, where finite plasma slabs are considered, it is important to address the expansion of hot electrons into vacuum and the role of the resulting space-charge field on the quality of the shock accelerated ion beam. This TNSA field will accelerate the upstream ions to a given velocity v 0 . The shock will then reflect the upstream For an exponential plasma profile with scale length L g , the sheath electric field is constant at early times (t 4L g /c s 0 ) [19] and its amplitude is given by
A uniform sheath field will preserve the monoenergetic ion distribution as particles are reflected by the shock. This is illustrated in Figs. 7 e and f, where we replace the low density slab of Figure 7 a with an exponentially decreasing profile starting from the same peak density. The TNSA field is now approximately uniform ( These results indicate that high energy and high quality ion beams can be produced from shockwave acceleration in heated plasmas with an exponentially decreasing density profile. In order to achieve good quality in the accelerated ion beam it is necessary to guarantee that the velocity of the expanding upstream ions, v 0 , is significantly smaller than the shock velocity by the time the shock is formed and starts reflecting the upstream ions, τ r , i.e. v sh c 2 s 0 τ r /L g . For strong shocks, where ion reflection is the dominant dissipation mechanism, the ion reflection time, τ r , is similar to the shock formation time and corresponds to the time an upstream ion takes to accelerate to v sh in the presence of the shock electrostatic field. Viewed another way, in the shock frame, where the upstream ions are moving towards the shock at −v sh , reflection occurs when the electric field associated with the shock is able to stop the incoming ions. For the sake of simplicity, we assume the upstream ions initially at rest (v 0 = 0) and a uniform electric field, 
We note that the obtained expression for the ion reflection/shock formation time is consistent with the numerical results obtained by Forslund and Shonk [27] , where the shock formation time increases approximately linearly with the M sh before reaching the critical Mach number, a for M sh ∼ 1.5 the shock formation time is 4π/ω pi . The necessary condition for the generation of monoenergetic ion beams can then be written as L g 2L sh .
III. LASER-DRIVEN ELECTROSTATIC SHOCKS
The conditions required to drive strong electrostatic shocks and generate monoenergetic ion beams can be obtained in practice from the interaction of an intense laser pulse with plasma. The rear side exponential profile, similar to that shown in Figure 7 e, can be naturally formed by ionization/pre-heating of the target and consequent expansion, for instance due to the laser pre-pulse or an earlier laser pulse of lower intensity. Previous work on electrostatic shock formation from laser-plasma interactions focused mainly on laser-solid interactions [5, 6] , where electron heating occurs at the vacuum-plasma surface and then rely on collisionless plasma processes to heat up the dense background plasma. In this case, very high laser intensities are required in order to heat the high density electrons to MeV temperatures. Here, we focus on the use of near-critical density plasmas, for which the laser can interact with a significant volume of the target and efficiently heat the electrons.
A. Laser-plasma interaction at near-critical density
As an intense laser propagates in a plasma with density varying from undercritical to critical, n cr , it will be partially absorbed by heating up the plasma electrons. Depending on the laser intensity, polarization, and target density, different absorption and particle acceleration mechanisms can occur. For instance, in the underdense region of the target the laser can undergo filamentation [28] , self-focusing [28, 29] , and stimulated Raman scattering [30] . As it reaches near-critical densities it will steepen the plasma profile locally [31] and heat electrons due to a J × B mechanism [32, 33] .
Assuming that the laser interacts with the majority of the plasma electrons, the electron temperature, αk B T e = e , can be roughly estimated by equating the plasma electron energy density to the absorbed laser energy density, αa 0 n c L target k B T e = ηIτ laser , where α is 3/2 for non-relativistic plasmas and 3 in the relativistic case, η is the absorption efficiency, and the relativistically corrected critical density a 0 n c has been used, yielding
For relativistic laser intensities, a 0 > 1, and steep density profiles at the laser-plasma interaction region, the temperature of accelerated electrons is expected to be close to ponderomotive [3, 33] , which leads to a similar dependence T e ∝ a 0 . Under these conditions and for a typical target size L target < 1 mm, laser pulses with picosecond duration can heat the plasma electrons to MeV temperatures, leading to high shock velocities and high reflected ion energies.
In order to drive an electrostatic shock, apart from providing the electron heating, it is necessary to create a sharp density variation and/or a relative drift velocity between different regions of the plasma as seen in Section II. The plasma push and density steepening due to the radiation pressure can provide the required conditions. As the laser is stopped around the critical density and steepens the plasma profile, the heated electrons propagate through the back side of the target, where they find unperturbed plasma at a similar density, driving a return current that pulls the background electrons to the laser region where they are accelerated. Therefore, thin targets with peak density around the critical density allow for an efficient heating of the entire plasma.
The initial build up of the return current together with the quick recirculation of the heated electrons due to the space-charge fields at the front and at the back of the target, will lead to a uniform temperature profile [6, 34] , which is crucial in order to have a uniform shock velocity and a uniform ion reflection. Therefore, the target thickness, L target , should be limited in order to guarantee that electrons can recirculate in the target before ion reflection occurs. For a ion reflection time τ r = 4π/ω pi (low Mach number shocks [27] ), the limit on the maximum target thickness is given by L target < 2πc/ω pi , or equivalently for critical density plasmas L target < λ 0 (m i /m e ) 1/2 .
As noted in the Section II, in order to control the strong space-charge fields and maintain a narrow energy spread, it is important to have a large scale length at the rear side of the target. Therefore, the optimal target thickness should be close to the maximum thickness for uniform heating. For a symmetric target expansion (L target ≤ 2L g ), the optimal target scale length for uniform electron heating and ion reflection is then [18] 
B. Shock formation and ion acceleration
In order to explore the physics of laser-plasma interaction at near-critical density and to validate the proposed scheme for the generation high-velocity electrostatic shocks and high-quality ion beams, we have performed 2D OSIRIS simulations. In this case we use a larger simulation box in order to accommodate a vacuum region on the left hand side of the target, where the laser interacts with the plasma, and an extended vacuum region on the right hand side, where the plasma will expand and ions will be accelerated. The simulation box size is 3840 × 240 (c/ω 0 ) 2 and is resolved with 12288 × 768 cells.
We model the interaction of a Gaussian laser pulse with a duration of 1885ω
0 (FWHM), infinite spot size, and a normalized vector potential a 0 = 2.5 with a plasma with peak density of 2.5n c . The pre-formed electron-proton plasma profile has a linear rise over 10λ 0 and falls exponentially with scale length L g = 20λ 0 (chosen according to Eq. (14)). Figure 8 illustrates the temporal evolution of the interaction. At early times, it is possible to observe the filamentation of the laser in the underdense plasma and strong electron heating (Fig. 8 a and i) . As the peak laser intensity reaches the critical density region, there is a clear steepening of the local density inside the filaments where the field is amplified. At this point, the peak density is increased by a factor of 2 − 4 and followed by the exponential profile, similar to the case of Figure 7 e, which is critical for the shock to be driven. We note that the ions also gain a drift velocity at this critical density region due to the space-charge field caused by the electron acceleration. This drift velocity is measured to be ∼ 0.02c (Fig. 8   r) , which is slightly smaller than the hole-boring velocity [3] v hb = a 0 (n cr /2n p )(m e /m i ) = 0.026 and corresponds to a Mach number of ∼ 0.4 for the measured electron temperature, which is 2.2 MeV. Both the density jump and the drift velocity will contribute to the shock formation and the interplay between these two effects can be controlled by tuning the laser and plasma parameters. For the profile used, and taking into account the results obtained in Section II, we expect the density jump to be the dominant effect in our case, and we observe an electrostatic shock being formed as the result of the expansion of the heated and tailored plasma profile (Fig. 8 o) .
Although the majority of the laser light is stopped and cannot interact with the electrons at the rear side of the target, a return current is set up due to the current imbalance produced by the fast electrons in the unperturbed plasma. The cold electrons at the rear side of the target are then dragged towards the laser region where they are heated. In Figure 8 j it is possible to distinguish between the population of fast electrons that propagate in the rear side of the target and the bulk of the background electrons that have negative momentum and are being dragged towards the laser due to the electric field that is set up in the plasma (Fig. 8 n) . This leads to the heating of the entire plasma volume and, together with the electron recirculation provides a uniform temperature as can be seen in Figure 8 k for late times. The fraction of laser light absorbed into the plasma is measured to be 60% (η = 0.6).
As the uniformly heated plasma expands and a shock is formed, it is also possible to observe that the filamented density structures caused by the laser interaction are smeared out and the shock front becomes relatively uniform. By this time, the laser interaction is finished, and the shock moves at a relatively constant velocity, which is measured to be 0.19 c (Fig. 9) and corresponds to M sh = 1.7 for the measured upstream temperature T e 0 = 1.6 MeV. The measured Mach number is in good agreement with the theoretical M cr for large Γ and Θ ∼ 1, M cr ∼ 1.5 − 1.8 (Fig. 6) . The shock structure has a strong localized electric field at the shock front, with a measured thickness of L sh ∼ 4λ D = 10c/ω 0 , where λ D = k B T e /4πn p e 2 is the Debye length, which is much smaller than the mean free path for particle collisions
and n e = n i = 10 21 cm −3 ). Ahead of the shock, the TNSA field is approximately constant and in very good agreement with Eq. (11) (Fig. 8 b) . The density and field structure is similar to the case of Figure 7 e and f, where no laser is used and a denser slab expands into a more rarefied one with an exponentially decreasing density profile.
As the shock moves through the upstream expanding plasma it reflects the fraction of the upstream ions which have kinetic energy lower than the electrostatic potential energy of the shock to a velocity of 0.26 c (Fig. 9) , which is twice the shock velocity in the upstream frame plus the plasma expansion velocity v 0 , producing an ion beam with 31 MeV and an energy spread of 12% ( Fig. 8 t and Fig. 10 c) . The uniform shock velocity obtained under optimal conditions is crucial to get a uniform velocity in the reflected ions as we can see in Figure 9 . The reflected ion beam contains approximately 10% of the upstream ions, which is consistent with the reflected fraction observed in the interaction of two plasmas with moderate density ratios (Fig. 3) . The laser to ion beam energy conversion efficiency is 3 %. We note that while a high reflection efficiency is desirable in order to accelerate a large number of ions it can have a deleterious effect for the beam quality, since, as previously noted [35] , the strong dissipation of the shock will lead to a decrease of its velocity and a chirp in the ion spectrum. Therefore, moderate reflection efficiencies, which are obtained for moderate density ratios/drift velocities, are preferable for the generation of high-quality beams.
We have varied the scale length of the rear side of the plasma in order to validate the optimal conditions for the generation of high-quality beams. We observe that for shorter scale lengths the TNSA fields become dominant leading to a very broad spectrum. For
/2 the reflected ions have an average energy of 47 MeV, which is similar to the case of a sharp plasma-vacuum transition (Fig. 10 a) , but the energy spread was increased to 36% (Fig. 10 b) . For a larger scale length (L g = 2L g0 ), where it is harder to uniformly heat the entire plasma, the reflected beam has an energy of 17 MeV and an energy spread of 30% (Fig. 10 d) . For a very long scale length (uniform profile) the laser cannot heat the entire plasma region and no shock is observed.
We have tested the impact of the laser spot size in the shock formation process and in ion acceleration. Driving a stable shock front and a stable acceleration requires that the shock width (which is close to the laser spot size W 0 ) is large enough such that the plasma, expanding transversely at c s , does not leave the shock width region before the acceleration occurs. Assuming an isothermal expansion, this condition yields W 0 L g 0 /M sh , which for M sh ≈ 2, gives W 0 10λ 0 . Simulations performed for the same laser and plasma parameters but using a super-Gaussian transverse laser profile with W 0 = 16λ 0 , led to the generation of a stable shock and a reflected ion beam with 28 MeV and an energy spread of 9 %. The energy coupling efficiency from the laser to the ion beam was 2%. Assuming cylindrical symmetry, the total number of accelerated ions as inferred from the simulation is given by
, where W 0 is the laser spot size. This number of ions per bunch is ideal for most applications. For instance, in radiotherapy ∼ 10 8 ions per bunch are used in multi-shot treatment and ∼ 10 11 ions per bunch in single shot treatment [11, 16] .
The intrinsic ion beam divergence associated with the shock acceleration process can be estimated if we take into account that the velocity of the accelerated ions in the component perpendicular to the shock propagation direction is given by the thermal ion velocity of the upstream plasma and the parallel component is given by approximately twice the shock velocity. The half-angle divergence is then θ = tan
. For typical moderate Mach numbers (M 2) and electron to ion temperature ratios (in our simulations we observe T e /T i 10), we expect an half-angle divergence 4.5
• , which is consistent with the observed values of 2 • in experiments [17] and 4.1 • in simulations [18] where a super-Gaussian transverse laser profile has been used. For Gaussian transverse laser profiles the shock front will have a larger curvature which will increase the overall beam divergence, since away from the laser propagation axis the acceleration will occur at an angle.
We note that in 3D the dynamics associated with the laser-plasma interaction in the front of the target (such as self-focusing and filamentation) and with the formation of the space-charge field at the rear side of the target will be different than in 2D. The spot size of a self-focusing laser in a plasma is given by
, where z 0 = z R / P/P c − 1 is the typical distance for self-focusing, z R = πW 2 0 /λ 0 is the Rayleigh length, P is the laser power, and P c [GW] = 17n c /n p is the critical power for self-focusing [36] . For typical highpower lasers (P > 10 TW) and underdense plasmas (n c /n p ∼ 10), P/P c 1. For a laser spot size capable of driving a stable shock (W 0 10λ 0 ) the typical self-focusing distance is
λ 0 . This means that it is important to keep the characteristic rise length of the plasma profile below a few 10 λ 0 (which is comparable to the optimal scale length of the rear side of the target, L g 0 ) in order to guarantee that self-focusing does not play an important role. On the rear side of the target, the TNSA field amplitude will be smaller in 3D which should benefit the generation of high-quality shock-accelerated ion beams. 3D
PIC simulations of this acceleration process are certainly desirable in order to investigate in detail the role of 3D effects in the acceleration process.
C. Ion energy scaling
It is of great interest to study the potential of shockwave acceleration to generate ions in the energy range of 100 − 300 MeV/a.m.u. required for medical applications [16] . As the electron temperature increases with increasing laser intensity, it should be possible to generate larger shock velocities and high energy ion beams.
The final ion energy is given by the contribution of both the shock acceleration and the uniform expansion of the upstream plasma. In the relativistic case, the final ion velocity is
is the velocity of the reflected ions in the upstream frame and v 0 is the upstream velocity at the shock acceleration time t acc . Taylor expanding for c s 0 /c 1, the proton energy for optimal conditions is given
To investigate the ion energy scaling, 2D simulations have been performed for increasing laser intensities and the same optimal plasma profile. The peak density was increased together with the intensity in order to compensate for the relativistic transparency. The electron temperature is observed to scale linearly with the laser amplitude (Fig. 11 ), which agrees with Eq. (13) for a laser to electron coupling efficiency η = 0.51 (consistent with our measured laser absorption).
For the increased laser intensities increased ion energies are observed up to 512 MeV for a 0 = 20 (Fig. 12) . The final energy spread varies between 10% and 25%. The ion energy scaling with a 0 is consistent with Eq. (15) for an acceleration time of t acc = 5500ω
0 (average acceleration time in our simulations). At low intensities the acceleration is dominated by the shock reflection (first and second term of Eq. (15)), but at higher intensities the contribution from the ion expansion (third term of Eq. (15)) also becomes important, leading to a transition form a scaling with a The generation of 100s MeV ion beams using the proposed scheme can be readily tested experimentally at different facilities where laser systems capable of delivering 100 TW to 1 PW power and pulse durations of 0.5 ps − 1 ps are available. The expanded plasma profiles required (10s µm scale and ∼ 10 22 cm −3 peak density) can be obtained from the irradiation of a µm scale solid foil by a first low-intensity laser and subsequent target expansion. The use of CO 2 laser pulses (λ 0 = 10 µm) is an alternative possibility [17] , allowing for the use of gas targets where the required plasma profiles, with mm scales and n e ∼ 10 19 cm −3 , can be naturally obtained from the ionization of the gas by the laser pre-pulse (or by a train of pulses). The use of gas targets has the important advantage of allowing for high repetition rates in comparison with the conventional solid targets used in ion acceleration experiments.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the generation of electrostatic shocks in plasma and the use of these shocks to accelerate ions to high energy with low energy spreads. Ion reflection can occur for electrostatic shocks driven by the interaction of plasma regions with large density ratios or moderate relative drift velocities. The energy and number of the reflected ions increases with the density ratio or relative drift velocity. For a finite size plasma, it is important to control the sheath field at the plasma-vacuum interface, and that can be achieved by having an expanded plasma profile with an exponentially decreasing density gradient. In this case, TNSA fields will be approximately uniform and of low amplitude, allowing for a slow expansion of the ions that are then reflected by the shockwave as it reaches the rear side of the plasma.
We have shown that the required conditions to drive strong electrostatic shocks in the laboratory can be obtained by interacting an intense laser with a near critical density tailored plasma. The laser is absorbed near the critical density interface, leading to a local density steepening and heating of the plasma electrons. The fast electrons propagate to the rear side of the target driving an electric field due to the current imbalance that drags the background electrons from the rear side to the laser region. For thin targets, this allows for an efficient heating of the plasma volume. As the heated plasma expands, with an exponentially decreasing density profile, the electrostatic shock can reflect the background ions leading to the generation of a high-energy and high-quality ion beam. The scale length of the plasma profile greatly influences the quality of the accelerated particles.
It was demonstrated that by increasing the peak density of the plasma in order to compensate for relativistic transparency it is possible to scale this acceleration scheme to the generation of 100s MeV ion beams with current laser systems (a 0 ∼ 10), which can have an important impact for radiotherapy with compact systems. 
